We present a data-driven approach to investigate intra-textual variation by combining entropy and surprisal. With this approach we detect linguistic variation based on phrasal lexico-grammatical patterns across sections of research articles. Entropy is used to detect patterns typical of specific sections. Surprisal is used to differentiate between more and less informationally-loaded patterns as well as types of information (topical vs. stylistic). While we here focus on research articles in biology/genetics, the methodology is especially interesting for digital humanities scholars, as it can be applied to any text type or domain and combined with additional variables (e.g. time, author or social group) to obtain insights on intra-textual variation.
Introduction
While there is an abundance of studies on linguistic variation according to domain, register and genre, text-internal variation, i.e. variation based on changing micro-purposes within a text (Biber and Finegan, 1994) , has received much less attention. As such internal shifts occur in all kinds of discourse -be it in spoken (such as spontaneous conversation or speeches) or written mode (such as literary texts, written editorials, research articles) -there has been recently a growing interest in this type of variation. In general, knowledge on intra-textual variation leads to a more comprehensive understanding of the data underlying computational modeling, analysis, interpretation, etc.
In the field of NLP, there is a growing need in the development of applications that consider variation also at the textual level to improve performance. Considering research articles, approaches within BioNLP, for instance, have moved from focusing on abstracts as sources of text mining to using also full-text articles (Cohen et al., 2010) , not least because this data is made available through repositories such as PubMedCentral (PMC) . To obtain good performance, corpora created from such resources are highly annotated with linguistic as well as semantic categories characterizing e.g. gene names. From these, specific features are selected with a trade-off between ease of extraction and desired type of information. In the field of DH, intra-textual variation is considered especially in literary studies, computational stylistics, and authorship attribution. Hoover (2016) shows, for example, how knowledge about differences between text parts helps to improve computational stylistic approaches. In corpus linguistics, the common approach to intra-textual variation is to start with a set of pre-defined linguistic features (Biber and Finegan, 1994) . While the choice of features is clearly linguistically informed, this initial step in analysis is manual and needs to be carried out anew for every new text type or register considered. Also, analysis is restricted to frequency (i.e. unconditioned probabilities).
We present a methodology for investigating intra-textual variation that is data-driven and based on conditional probabilities which are calculated using two information-theoretic measures, entropy and surprisal. Being data-driven, our approach can be applied to any text type or domain, avoiding extensive annotations and manual selection of features possibly involved in variation. Based on probabilities conditioned on ambient and extralinguistic context, it allows to capture variation in a more fine-grained manner than by considering mere frequencies.
As a testbed for our approach, we use scientific research articles in genetics, as they clearly exhibit the typical IMRaD (Introduction, Methods, Results and Discussion) structure of scientific articles, with internal shifts in purpose (see e.g. Swales (1990) ).
We use relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler Divergence) to detect features typical of specific sections. By considering surprisal (i.e. probabilities of features in their ambient context), we are able to detect the amount and type of information these typical features convey, e.g. more informationally-loaded expressions (e.g. terminology) vs. less informationally-loaded expressions (e.g. linguistic formula, such as These results show that). Thus, besides possible topical variation within articles across sections, we are able to detect also variation of stylistic lexico-grammatical patterns. While our focus is on research articles, the methodology can be applied to any text type or domain to detect (intra-textual) variation in a datadriven way.
Related work
Related work in (corpus) linguistics has mainly focused on variation across domains, registers or genres (represented by corpora) and less on variation within text. Among the few approaches to intra-textual variation is Swales' work on moves, discourse-structuring units with specific communicative purposes (Swales, 1990) , which he applies to the analysis of research articles. A different approach is taken by Biber and colleagues (e.g. Biber et al. (2007) ), who use multidimensional analysis considering detailed, predefined linguistic features to observe intra-textual variation across research article sections. Gray (2015) applies the same approach to observe features of 'elaborated' vs. 'compressed' grammatical structures (e.g. finite complement clauses such as that-clauses vs. adjectives as nominal premodifiers) across disciplines and research article sections. While quite detailed and linguistically informed, these approaches are clearly biased towards the pre-selection of features to be investigated.
In computational stylistics, there is related work on style variation of literary works, where it has been recently shown that knowledge on intratextual variation among literary texts possibly improves computational stylistic tasks (Hoover, 2016) . In terms of methods, similar work is done especially in the field of authorship attribution. These approaches aim to determine probable authors of disputed texts, ranging from considering frequencies of words, keywords and keyness to measures such as Burrow's Delta and Kullback-Leibler Divergence (see e.g. Burrows (2002); Hoover (2004) ; Jannidis et al. (2015) ; Pearl et al. (2016); Savoy (2016) ). While we also use Kullback-Leibler Divergence to obtain typical features (here: of specific sections of research articles), in our approach we also account for the amount and type of information typical features provide, allowing a more fine-grained differentiation between topical vs. stylistic features.
In computational linguistics, a related problem is discourse segmentation. For an early approach see e.g. TEXTTILING (Hearst, 1997) , a cohesion-driven approach for segmentation of multi-paragraph subtopic structure. More recently, topic modeling (notably LDA) has been applied to discourse segmentation as well (e.g. Misra et al. (2011) ; see also Riedl and Biemann (2012) for an overview). The dominant interest is on topical shifts in text as indicator of discourse structure, however topic modeling estimation is computationally expensive and needs domain-adaptation.
Recently, there is also an increasing interest in argumentative and rhetorical structure (e.g. Gou et al. (2011); Séaghdha and Teufel (2014) ). While recent approaches in this field achieved promising results, they rely on highly annotated data and have to be adapted for different domains.
Further, there is work on intra-textual variation within the BioNLP community, motivated by the need to extract biomedical knowledge not only from abstracts, but also from full-text articles (Cohen et al., 2010) . Besides the use of a pre-defined linguistic feature set, in BioNLP also ontologies are widely employed. This again involves a bias towards feature selection, use of highly annotated data combined with a restricted use to specific domains.
More recently, information-theoretic notions have been employed to analyze intra-textual variation. For example, Verspoor and colleagues employ Information Gain to measure the difference between conditional probabilities of tokens being part of a term within an ontology (Groza and Verspoor, 2015) . The intuition behind this is to model the amount of information a token such as activity provides when being part of a term such as alpha-1, 6-mannosyltransferase activity. In this exam-ple, activity provides a low amount of information, as it is also widely used within other entries (over 25,000) in the Gene Ontology. Others combine entropy with a Bayesian approach to unsupervised topic segmentation (Eisenstein and Barzilay, 2008) .
We propose here to employ entropy and surprisal to model intra-textual variation. First, this allows us to detect linguistic features typical of specific sections (rather than using pre-defined ones), modeling intra-textual variation in a datadriven way. Second, by considering the amount of information (i.e. more or less informationallyloaded) and the type of information these typical features provide (i.e. topical vs. stylistic), we obtain a more comprehensive picture of the type of variation. Moreover, while the majority of approaches relies on lexical features, we take a step of abstraction, focusing also on grammatical patterns, which adds to the genericity of our approach.
Methodology

Data
As a dataset, we use a subsection of the SCITEX corpus (Degaetano-Ortlieb et al., 2013) with research articles from genetics, amounting to approx. 2.5 million tokens (see Table 1 ), and covering the years 2004 to 2006. For tokenization, lemmatization and part-of-speech (POS) tagging, we use TreeTagger (Schmid, 1994) with an updated list of abbreviations specific to academic writing. Sentence splitting is based on labels of punctuations from POS information. The two selected journals have the advantage of having a relatively systematic section labeling, which allows us to automatically detect sections by trigger words (e.g. Abstract, Introduction). The automatic annotation is revised manually to ensure a high quality section labeling. 
Methods
To observe differences in phrasal lexicogrammatical patterns across sections of research articles, we consider part-of-speech (POS) trigrams as features 2 , as they have shown to perform best in inspecting lexico-grammatical patterns 3 .
To consider whether a phrasal pattern transports more or less information, we also consider the amount of information in bits being transmitted by the lexical fillers of POS trigrams in a running text. For this, we use a model of average surprisal (AvS), i.e. the (negative log) probability of a given unit (e.g. a word) in context (e.g. its preceding words) for all its occurrences, measured in bits: 4
where w i is a word, w i−1 to w i−3 its three preceding words with p(w i |w i−1 w i−2 w i−3 ) being the probability of a word given its preceding three words. To obtain AvS values for POS trigrams, we take the mean of the AvS of the three lexical fillers:
This allows us to measure the amount of information in bits each instance i, i. Detection of typical features from this feature set is based on Kullback-Leibler Divergence (KLD; or relative entropy), a well-known measure of (dis)similarity between probability distributions (Kullback and Leibler, 1951) used in NLP, speech processing, and information retrieval. Based on work by Fankhauser et al. (2014a,b) , we create KLD models for each section (ABSTRACT, IN-TRODUCTION, MAIN, CONCLUSION), calculating the average amount of additional bits per feature (here: POS trigrams with AvS ranges) needed to encode features of a distribution A (e.g. AB-STRACT) by using an encoding optimized for a distribution I (e.g. INTRODUCTION). The more additional bits are needed, the more distinct or distant A and I are. This is formalized as:
where p(f eature i |A) is the probability of a feature in a section A (e.g. ABSTRACT) and 5 We also considered a division into quartiles, but it proved to be too narrow. p(f eature i |I) is the probability of that feature in a section I (e.g. INTRODUCTION). The log 2
relates to the difference between the probability distributions (log 2 p(f eature i |A) − log 2 p(f eature i |I)), giving the number of additional bits. These are then weighted with the probability of p(f eature i |A) so that the sum over all f eature i gives the average number of additional bits per feature, i.e. the relative entropy. This allows us to determine whether any two sections are distinct or not and if they are, to what degree and by which features. For this, we inspect the ranking (based on KLD values) of features for one section vs. the other sections. In terms of typicality, the more additional bits are used to encode a feature, the more typical that feature is for a given section vs. another section. For instance, in a comparison between two sections (e.g. ABSTRACT vs. INTRODUCTION), the higher the KLD value of a features for a section (e.g. ABSTRACT), the more typical that feature is for that given section. In addition, we test for significance of a feature by an unpaired Welch's t-test. Thus, features considered typical are distinctive according to KLD and show a p-value below a given threshold (e.g. 0.05).
We thus obtain typical features for each section, i.e. typical POS trigrams combined with AvS ranges, allowing us to see whether a typical POS trigram carries more or less information (i.e. the amount of information) as defined by AvS.
For analysis, we then categorize typical POS trigrams into phrase types. Table 3 
Analysis
In the analysis, we aim to explore intra-textual variation taking a variationist approach (rather than a text segmentation approach) and pursue the following questions: 
Typical phrase types across sections
For better comparison across sections, Figure 1 shows the number of POS trigrams (patterns) for a specific phrase type (on the x and y-axis) and the frequency per million (fpM) of the phrase type by circle size across sections with respect to high (red), middle (yellow) and low (blue) AvS values. For examples of each phrase type consider Table  3 . Considering ABSTRACT and low AvS (lower left part of Figure 1) , it is strongly characterized by reporting patterns, mainly used with that-clauses and relatively general nouns (e.g. data suggest that, analysis showed that), and by interactant patterns (such as we show that and we report here). Considering the high AvS range (red), gerunds (see Example 4) as well as adjectival and prepositional modification are typical (see Examples 5 and 6, respectively). INTRODUCTION is characterized by passives (e.g. been used with), especially with low AvS, followed by citation with middle and high AvS (e.g. Wolner and Gralla).
Also typical is the evaluative it-pattern (see Example 7) and a demonstrative pattern (e.g. these studies/proteins have) both in the context of presenting previous work/knowledge. MAIN is strongly characterized by passives (e.g. analysis was performed), especially with low AvS, but also with middle and high AvS. Also typical in the low AvS range are past participle patterns (e.g. performed as described, based on the), gerund (e.g. purified by using), and coordination (e.g. and visualized with). In addition, compound patterns are typical in the high AvS range, being clearly terminological (such as TbR-I inhibitor SB-431542, SG parallel G-quadruplex, GC12/ GC3 correlation).
In CONCLUSION modal verb patterns are most typical across all three AvS ranges (e.g. units might result, could explain the). In addition, with low AvS that-clauses are typical (e.g. suggests that it may require), evaluative it-patterns (e.g. it is important to note, it is possible that) as well as semimodals (e.g. seem/appear to be), existentials (e.g. there are several/other) and prepositional postmodification (e.g. present/useful in the). Thus, modality and evaluation are quite typical for CON-CLUSION sections in genetics.
Comparing typical phrase types across sections, we see that while for INTRODUCTION and MAIN passives are quite typical (especially with low AvS for both), ABSTRACT and CONCLUSION are marked by relatively unique typical phrase types (e.g. reporting verb phrases for ABSTRACT vs. modal verb phrases for CONCLUSION).
While this is in line with observations made by Biber and Finegan (1994) , who have shown e.g. a preference of passives in the main part of articles as well as a common use of modal verbs in conclusions, besides other features (such as evaluative patterns) we also show the amount of information these features transmit (by AvS). Typical phrase types with high AvS values belong mostly to nominal groups (compounds and nouns modified by adjectives (AdjP mod) and prepositional phrases (PP mod)) conveying topical information, while those with low AvS values mostly to verb groups (passives and verb phrases with different functions such as reporting, evaluative, etc.) conveying a more stylistic type of information.
Amount of information and type of information of typical phrase types
Zooming into the most frequent lexical realizations of specific patterns, gives a clearer picture of the type of information conveyed by different ranges of AvS.
Here, we present two examples: First, we zoom into typical patterns of ABSTRACT, showing how the type of information differs from topical to stylistic based on the AvS range. Second, we look at CONCLUSION considering its typical modal verb phrase across AvS ranges. Figure 2 shows lexical realizations of typical phrase types within ABSTRACT across AvS ranges (high: reddish, middle: yellowish, low: blueish) with the size relating to frequency for each range.
Typical reporting verb patterns (VP reporting) with low AvS values (blueish) make use of relatively general nouns (data, analysis, results) with verbs such as suggest, show and indicate. For VP interactional, the phrase we show that is the dominant lexical realization, followed, for example, by phrases such as we characterized the/demonstrate that/report here. The amount of information transmitted by these phrases is relatively low. The purpose of use of these phrases is more style-oriented rather than topic-oriented.
Comparing this to lexical realizations of high AvS values (reddish) for ABSTRACT (see again Figure 2 ), we see that these are clearly related to quite compact linguistic forms expressing either processes with the gerund form (lining the gastrovacular) or scientific terms with adjectival (e.g. multiple gene cassette) and prepositional modification (e.g. helicases in eukarya and archaea 6 ). Clearly, the amount of information these phrases Lexical realizations of middle AvS lie in between, i.e. terms seem to be more generic (e.g. by adjectival modification such as positive regulatory factor or prepositional modification such as lack of regulatory) and reporting verb phrases are used in a less confined ambient context (e.g. showed a common instead of showed that). Thus, these phrases transmit a relatively moderate amount of information and can be style-or topic-oriented.
In Figure 3 we zoom into CONCLUSION, showing how the same typical phrase type (here: VP modal; compare also with Figure 1 ) can differ in the information type it conveys depending on its AvS range. Here, lexical realizations of verb patterns with modal verbs are shown for high (reddish), middle (yellowish), and low (blueish) AvS values. With high AvS, the modal verb is used in combination with specific terms (e.g. tlh genes, tRNA isodecoders). From Examples 8 and 9, we can see how within the whole sentences assumptions are put forward about the two terms tlh genes and tRNA isodecoders. In the middle range, the modal verb patterns are used with a variety of verbs. Examples 10 and 11 show relatively generic preceding contexts (the structure of the substrate in 10 and subtle changes in 11), which are used with modal expressions of middle AvS. In the lower range, the modal verbs are used with a confined set of verbs (suggest, result), in relatively formalized lexical phrases (may/might be due), and in relational phrases (may be an, might be the). Example 12 to 14 show a quite vague preceding context realized by the use of referring expressions such as this and there for modal verbs used with low AvS. (8) 
Given that this is just one type of phrase, i.e. modal verb phrase being typical for CONCLUSION in genetics, by considering AvS we clearly see how it still differs in the type of information it transmits, depending on the ambient context it occurs with, being either topical or stylistic.
Section classification
While in the analysis we have taken a variationist approach, we also test how well sections can be distinguished by typical features obtained by our approach. Our baseline is a classifier using all POS trigrams without AvS ranges. In Table 5 we report the F-Measure of three classifiers (Naive Bayes, Support Vector Machine (SVM) and RandomForest (RF)). Adding AvS ranges improves classification for all classifiers. Using only typical POS trigrams obtained by our approach improves the model considerably. A further improvement is achieved by considering typical POS trigrams with AvS ranges. The random forest classifier achieving the best result with 86.0 of F-Measure. 
Conclusion
This paper has presented a novel data-driven approach to intra-textual variation. We have shown how sections of research articles from genetics differ with respect to the phrasal lexico-grammatical patterns used across sections (see Section 4.1). We used relative entropy to obtain typical lexicogrammatical patterns for each section. Moreover, we have modeled the amount and type of information these lexico-grammatical patterns convey (see Section 4.2) by using average surprisal (AvS), showing that sections vary in topical as well as stylistic type of information. In future work, we plan to model different scientific domains to investigate which of these lexico-grammatical patterns would generalize across domains and which are domain-specific. Being data-driven and using part-of-speech information to generate features (see Section 3.2), our approach can be applied to any other domain, text type and even other languages (given a good quality POS annotation), since it is not biased by topical variation. While here we have modeled intra-textual variation, additional variables such as time, author, social group, production type, language etc. can be integrated into the model. For an application on diachronic data see DegaetanoOrtlieb et al. (2016) and . As long as the variables are known (e.g. publication dates for time, author names for author, etc.), our approach allows to investigate variation at a more abstract linguistic level than topical variation. Thus, our approach is directly relevant to studies in sociolinguistics, historical linguistics and digital humanities in general.
Assessing the amount and type of information of typical lexico-grammatical patterns is relevant for more sophisticated text analysis. For example, historical linguists might be interested in the whole AvS range, as specific linguistic features might move across time between high, middle and low AvS. A linguistic feature might have high AvS in one time period (e.g. when it enters language use its ambient context may be expected to vary a lot), and low AvS in a later time period (where the feature is well-established in language use and might be more confined to a specific ambient context). The transition period would be seen in the use of the feature in the middle AvS range. In information retrieval, instead, features with high AvS are more relevant as they convey more information and are topic/content-related. AvS ranges could also be more fine-grained in this scenario to distinguish relatively established from new terms. Considering more fine-grained ranges of high AvS combined with time as a variable might be a possible way to explore knowledge change.
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